DayBreak. A New Era In Class A Comfort

Beckoning beyond the horizon of other RV motorhomes in its class, DayBreak represents exceptional value at a surprisingly affordable price. Equipped with quality furniture and a generous 13.5 BTU air-conditioner, DayBreak sets a new standard in comfort, convenience and quality.

Starting with Damon Corporation’s innovative sidewalls – a highly durable board with vacuum-bonding laminatation – DayBreak’s amenities include hardwood-framed cabinet doors, rich designer fabrics, and plush swivel and reclining captain’s chairs.

In the galley, simple meals or gourmet feasts are a breeze with the microwave oven; three-burner, high-output range; flush-mounted double-door refrigerator; and large double-bowl porcelain sink. Add to the recipe the coach’s booth dinette, which features four seat belts, and you’ll be guaranteed rave reviews.

But that’s only the beginning of the adventurous journey that awaits you. The intimacy and elegance of the master bedroom radiates with a queen-size bed (NA on 2500) complete with stylish, color-coordinated bedspread and headboard. And, a full-height wardrobe is standard with most floor plans.

You’ll also appreciate the wakeup call of either a spacious tub with full surround or a large neo-angle shower, plus the medicine cabinet and hardwood-framed mirror in the bath.

Built on the finest chassis, the DayBreak comes in a choice of six appealing floor plans, ranging in length from 25 feet to 34 feet. Each motorhome is designed to stand the test of time, so you can travel with peace of mind, knowing your investment is backed by Damon’s solid reputation for maximum dependability and minimum maintenance.

As a bonus, both the furnace and water heater are located below the floor in most floor plans, thus eliminating noise from the coach and freeing up valuable interior storage space. There’s also a high-efficiency, floor-ducted heat system.

Homey in the inside and sleek on the outside, DayBreak is your ticket to ultimate adventure. A full-front radius cap and integrated fiberglass bumper enhance a stunningly handsome vehicle.

Discover what others have only dreamed. DayBreak: affordable, luxurious, and easy to drive and maintain. Yes, a new day has indeed dawned.

Cover photo shown with optional drivers door and power mirrors. (Above) DayBreak Model 3130. Meals are easy to fix and fun to eat in our super-efficient kitchen and comfortable table. Overhead storage space holds plenty of provisions. (Below) The fashionable decor, Keylime, featured in this interior includes coordinating padding, upholstery and valances, plus rich, warm cabinets.
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